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BETTER Spring/Fall Themes

by LS

        As your friends who weren’t so lame as to just show up for theme reveal might have 
told you, Daft Ball was shut down for several minutes and students were forced to leave the 
SU. Though the official story was that a student passed out on the dance floor and required 
emergency medical assistance, an insider reported to the Pamphlette that the actual reason for 
the shutdown was rather more...extraterrestrial. 

        According to our source, who will remain unnamed, CSOs quickly cleared students out 
of  the SU after receiving news that they were not alone. (Well, I mean, there were a shit-ton 
of  people there, so of  course they weren’t alone, but…whatever.) The visitors from another 
world had arrived to confront the Renn Fayre czars about their exclusionary treatment of  last 
semester’s theme, Close Encounters. The extraterrestrials, who explained that their biology 
was very similar to plants on Earth, were offended by the animal-centric perspective on alien 
life that was presented during last year’s Renn Fayre. Setting out as soon as possible after 
last semester’s theme reveals, the aliens traveled for several earth-months in order to educate 
Reedies about metazoan privilege.

        After a fulfilling heart-to-heart with the czars, the plant aliens gently (and with a mini-
mum of  laser gun fire) asked them to change the theme from the planned “Champagne and 
Hypothermia” to “Floratopia,” in order to apologize for their biased treatment of  last year’s 
theme. Before leaving, the aliens entrusted the czars with a DVD of  the new theme reveal 
clip, which, though it looked like a bunch of  plants to human eyes, was apparently alien porn. 
The chilled students were then ushered back inside, unaware of  the revolutionary contact that 
had just been made.

Was anybody else disappointed when the Spring/Fall thesis parade theme was revealed? Like, 
“floratopia,” really? There are already flower petals every year, you guys. We live in a perpetual 
floratopia of  the soul. We’ve got to mix it up! Come on. Here are some (objectively better) theme ideas, 
for your perusal and wistful fantasizing.

Dogs. Not being shot out of  cannons, of  course. Just...there. Mingling. Bringing joy to 
our drunken hearts. Please. Please. 

Macaroni. The gluey creativity and kitsch of  childhood? Check. Edible costumery? 
Check. Like, 27 “limp noodle” jokes, from me, at strangers, during the parade itself ? 
Check.

Research chemicals. While this has some of  the same inherent problems as “florato-
pia,” you can’t really deny that it’ll liven things up some. ADDITIONALLY, this theme 
will cause some portion of  the student population to see flowers everywhere, anyway! 
#lifehack

Esteemed Vice President Joe Biden: This theme will lend a degree of  class and 
sophistication to the event, while also allowing for the presence of  certain breeds 
of  dogs, because, in case you haven’t noticed, Joe Biden is an actual golden retriever. 
D’aww.

Six Inches for Jesus: Six inches of  separation? Six-inch-long dicks, ribbed for Jesus’s 
pleasure? Six-inch subs from your friendly Subway restaurant franchise? Go wild.

Cultural Appropriation: We don’t have a Spring Crisis slated yet. It’s time to get on 
that.

Death: Maybe constant reminders of  our inevitable mortality will keep those bastard 
freshmen from literally wading into the half-frozen canyon again this year. Maybe.

Daft Ball Interruption Leads to
Last-Minute Theme Change

With so many Reedies hearkening from far-distant lands like California, many students will be un-
able to return home for Thanksgiving break. (Or maybe you just really don’t want to deal with your 
family. I won’t tell.) Luckily, that doesn’t mean you have to spend your entire Thanksgiving alone in 
your dorm room--or at least you’ll be slightly better fed while doing so! We’ve compiled some ideas for 
Reedies stuck at school for Thanksgiving, keeping in mind that you probably spent all your money 
on booze and molly for Daft Ball. 

Make a dinner out of  all those leftovers in your minifridge. Pad Thai? Mold it 
into the shape of  a turkey! Half  a loaf  of  gata bread? Boom, stuffing! Those green 
bits are “celery,” right?

Sit in Walmart and pick up the food dropped by rabid Black Friday shoppers 
who forgot it was still Thursday. Watch out for the kids, though. Those vicious 
fuckers will steal your french fries without thinking twice.

Attend a Thanksgiving event. I personally recommend the Biology department 
Thanksgiving, where the tradition is to play a rousing game of  Where’s That Bacte-
rium. It’s like finding the baby in your king cake, except… not.

Sneak into someone’s house and fill your pockets with their cranberry sauce. 
When the red juice starts leaking down your pants, the cops will take you to the emer-
gency room instead of  arresting you for trespassing.

Play Christmas carols. Consumerism has spoken--it’s Christmas already! You’re not 
alone on Thanksgiving because it’s not Thanksgiving! Right? 

Study for your quickly-approaching finals. Nerd.

7 Fun New Thanksgiving Recipes!

by ER

Tired of  the same-old same-old, passed-down-through-generations traditional food your family makes for 
Thanksgiving? Shake things up a bit this year by trying some of  our favorite modern variations!

The Hardworking Student’s Turkey Marinade:  All the stress and effort you put into this 
semester will be put to good use, and your family will truly appreciate your contribution to 
their meal. It’s simple -- just literally baste your turkey in your own blood, sweat, and tears. 
And whatever other bodily fluids you like. Not vegan, but probably gluten-free, and made with organic 
local ingredients! 

Psychedelic Stuffing: Mushrooms are great in stuffing, and there’s this one kind that will 
make the rest of  your night glow just a little brighter. Vegetarian, and likely to turn that one crazy 
aunt into an endless source of  amusement.

Last-Minute Cranberry Sauce:  Forgot to prepare everyone’s favorite chunky, red, fruity 
condiment? Quick, grab some granola bars, tear out the berries, and mash them up with 
some Naked “Red Machine” juice. Close enough. Hey, this is probably vegan!

Magical Mashed Potatoes with Groovy Gravy:  Take your mashed potatoes to the next 
level by stirring in some of  this white powder I found in the SU! And don’t forget lots of  
cheese and garlic. For the gravy, well, you can make it look convincing enough by using mys-
terious brown slurry from the canyon trail. Nutria-licious!

Make Your Own 70’s Casserole: Take something from the Jello column, something from 
the Ham column, something from the Tropical Fruit column, and something from the 
Campbell’s Soup column and create an original concoction that your relatives will whole-
heartedly appreciate. Definitely edible. I promise.

Spiked Cider:  You’ll need a good mixed drink to offer your relatives, and cider offers an au-
tumnal flavor like no other. But you’re no bartender, and don’t know your booze well enough 
to make a perfect combination! I’ve got your back. The perfect ratio is:  2 parts Martinelli’s 
sparkling cider, 1 part tequila, 1 part peach schnapps, and a dash of  Pop Rocks on top. Fizzy 
lifting drinks! Yayyy!

Crowdpleasing Pie:  Do your siblings fight over whether pumpkin, pecan, or apple crumble 
is the best Thanksgiving pie? Now you don’t have to choose! Stuff  everything and the kitchen 
sink into one pie, serve it with Neapolitan ice cream, and everyone will get something they like. 
Of  course, they might also get a bite of  something they’re fatally allergic to. Such is life. 

by EC

Thanksgiving Ideas for Students 
Stuck On Campus!

by LS

“We are now satisfied. Diplomacy is the future.”

He brought it back! Goooooood Boooooy...


